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Framingham State College 
Board of Trustees 
Access to Excellencf 
JUz=t6'4J BOARD OF 'IRUSTEES* 
100 State Street, Framingham, MA 01701-9101 
Telephone (508) 626-4575 
FAX (508) 626-4592 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Framingham state College 
Board Meetin:J 
May 16, 1991 - 7:15 p.m. 
1839 Roam, D. Justin McCarthy College Center 
Framingham, Massachusetts 
AGENDA 
Approval of Minutes - March 28, 1991 
Report of the Chair 
Report of the Task Forces 
a. Personnel 
b. Budget 
c . College Relations 
d. Conununity Relations 
Report of the Nominatin:J COnunittee 
Honorary Degree Recommerrlations 
Report of the President 
Other Business 
(Attachment I) 
(Attachment II} 
(Attachment III} 
(Attachment IV) 
* In keepin:J with Board of Trustees By-raws 
'!he Trustees may reserve one half hour at the end of the agenda of 
their regular meetin:Js for public participation. Individuals seeking 
to speak i:o the Trustees shall so inform the President's Office in 
writing, SGtting forth the purposes for speaking, at least one week 
prior to the relevant meeting. SUbject to the Chair's discretion, 
individuals will te pennitted to speak to the Trustees and will be 
assigned time within the allotted half hour based on the time of 
receipt of request . 
PIONEERS IN EDUCATION 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Barry J. Walker, Esquire, i5Xatr 
Sherwin Greenblatt, V~ro C9lair 
Jeff Accomando, Jta<hw L __ Lillian A. Buckley 
Robert M. Cahners 
Jill T. Cheng 
Edward M. Clasby 
Maureen Fessenden 
Ramona K. Hilgenkamp 
Harold Masterman 
Martin Ploof, Jr. 
Access to Excellencf 
Jt/u:& 16'<!J 
--- - - ------------. 
Framingham State College 
Board of Trustees 
100 State Street, Framingham, MA 01701-9101 
Telephone (508) 626-4575 
FAX (508) 626-4592 
May 9, 1991 
MEMORANDUM 
'!he following Task Force meetings of the Framingham state College Board of 
TrUstees will be held on Thursday, May 16, 1991. 
AGENDA: 
Persormel Task Force - 4:15 p.m. 
V.I.P. Room 
D. Justin McCarthy College Center 
{TrUstees: Buckley, Cbair; Hilgenkanp; Mastennan; 
Ploof; and Walker) 
a. Persormel Actions 
Budget Task Force - 4:00 p.m. 
1839 Room, Section B 
D. Justin McCarthy College Center 
{TrUstees: Clasby, Cbair; Accoinarrlo; cahners; Clleng; 
Fessenden; Greenblatt; and Walker, ex officio) 
AGENDA: 
• 
AGENDA: 
AGENDA: 
a. Report on Fiscal Year 1991 and 1992 
Budgets 
b. Quarterly Report on Trust Funds 
(Attachment) 
c. Fiscal Year 1992 TrUst Fund Budget 
Request {Attachment) 
College Relations Task Force - 3:30 p.m. 
1839 Roam, Section c 
D. Justin McCarthy College Center 
{TrUstees: Accomando, Co-Cllair; Ploof, Co-Chair; 
Buckley; Fessenden; and Hilgenkanp) 
a. Planned Activities 
Corrnnunity Relations Task Force - 3:30 p.m. 
1839 Room, Section B 
D. Justin McCarthy College Center 
{TrUstees: Greenblatt, Cbair; cahners; Clleng; 
Clasby; ar.d Masterman) 
a. Planned Activities 
--Paul F. Weller 
~-----------------------------P-IO_N_E_E_R_s __ IN __ E_D_u_c_A_T_Io_N ____ Pr __ es __ id_en __ t__________________ _  PFW:anrl 
Barry J. Walker, Esquire, i%zu.-
Sherwin Greenblatt, 'V= 6ifau. 
Jeff Accomando, Jtathw 
Lillian A. Buckley 
Robert M. Cahners 
Jill T. Cheng 
Edward M. Clasby 
Maureen Fessenden 
Ramona K. Hilgenkamp 
Harold Masterman 
Martin Ploof, Jr. 
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' 
ATI'A<llMENI' I 
FRAMINGHAM STATE OOI.LEX;E 
BOARD OF TRUSI'EES 
May 16, 1991 
Present: Trustees Walker, Cllair; Greenblatt, Vice Cllair; Accomarrlo; 
Buckley; cahners; Chen:]; Clasby; Fesserrlen; Ploof; and President 
Weller. 
Al::sent: Trustees Hilgenkalrp and Mastennan. 
Cllair Walker called the meeting to order at 7:15 p.m. 
* * * * * 
on motion duly made and secorrled, it was 
VCJI'ED: to approve the March 28, 1991 minutes. 
* * * * * 
IEpat l of the Olair 
Cllair Walker distr.il:uted a list of 1991-92 meetings dates for the Framingham 
state College Board of Trustees. Cllair Walker stated that meetings will be 
held on: 'Ihursday, September 19, 1991; 'Ihursday, November 21, 1991; 
'Ihursday I January 16 I 1992 j 'Ihursday I March 12 I 1992; and 'Ihursday I May 14 I 
1992. 
Cllair Walker stated that in keeping with the By-laws of the Board of 
Trustees, his tenn as Cllair will ern on June 30, 1991. He expressed his 
appreciation to the nanbers of the Board for their support during the past 
two years. Special thanks to Adele Downing for the efficiency she has 
dem:>nstrated in the preparation of materials for meetings of the Board. 
<llair Walker noted that in his role as <llair, he was delighted to have had 
the opportunity to work closely with President Weller. '!he Corranonwealth' s 
b.ldget problems have caused severe fiscal cut backs to the College during 
the last few years. '!hanks to the leadership of President Weller, 
Framingham state College has survived the demaryjs of the fiscal constraints 
and has became a stroiY:Jer College. <llair Walker expressed his thanks to 
Vice Presidents Adler, Horrigan, Noyes, and Associate Vice President Michael 
Fiorentino for their continued assistance and support. 
<llair Walker observed that many major issues still remain to be addressed. 
It is :ilnportant that the College firrl alternative sources of funding to 
alleviate its financial hlrdens. It is essential that the College reach out 
to the greater Framingham area and continue to look at ways to seek the 
support of the Alumni Association. SUpport for academic achievement and 
programs must continue through the Office of the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. 
• 
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<llair Walker stated that the May 16, 1991 meeting is the last scheduled 
Board of TrUstees meeting for the 1990-91 academic year, am asked that 
President weller be given the authority to act on personnel appointments am 
other matters during the sunmer IOC>llths. 
VOI'ED: 
* * * * * 
On motion duly made am sec:x::>IXied, it was 
to authorize President weller to act on personnel appointments and 
other matters during the sunmer IOC>nths, these to be ratified by 
the full Board at its next meeting scheduled on September 19, 
1991. 
* * * * * 
Rep;g t of the Task Fbru:s 
Personnel Task Force 
Trustee Lillian Buckley, <llair of the Personnel Task Force, stated that the 
Personnel Task Force members (Present: Trustees Buckley, <llair; Ploof and 
Walker) met at 4:15 p.m., today, May 16, 1991 to review and discuss 
Personnel Actions (Attachment A) . Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Madeleine Adler am Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs Michael 
Fiorentino, Jr. were present to discuss personnel related issues . 
Following discussion, 
VOI'ED: 
VOI'ED: 
* * * * * 
On IOC>tion duly made am secorxied, it was 
to approve Personnel Actions for Emeriti, Sabbatical leave, leave 
of Absence Without Pay, Retirement, am Resignations. 
* * * * * 
On motion duly made am secorrled., it was 
to approve all 03 Appointments in the Division of Graduate and 
Continuing Education. 
* * * * * 
Report of the Budget Task Force 
Trustee Clasby read the Report of the Budget Task Force (Attachment B). He 
c::c:.mrrerrled President Weller and the members of the Trustee Executive 
camnittee for their outstarrling -work in addressing the budget crisis. 
Trustee Clasby asked for Trustee consideration on the reconnnerrlations of the 
Budget Task Force. 
• 
• 
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Trustee Acx:x::lmarxio asked the members of the Board for their support in 
cgxJSirg the increase in fees. He stated that the highlight of his career 
at Framingham state College has been his role as student Trustee, and that 
in that role it was his responsibility to protect the welfare of the 
students. It is ~ position to never ~ a fee increase which has 
resulted fran the state government's past mistakes. We, the students, are 
the future and we will prevail. 
VOI'ED: 
VOI'ED: 
* * * * * 
On nDtion duly made and seconjed, it was 
[Trustee Accx:tnarrlo qposed] 
to approve all Trust F'llrxl b.ldgets, including the Continuing 
Education Trust F'llrrl b.ldget and the student Government Assoc:iation 
b.ldget. 
* * * * * 
On JOC)tion duly made and secorxled, it was 
[Trustee Ac:coinarrlo opposed] 
to approve the recommendation of the President concerning the 
flrergency Educational Services Fee contained in his memoranchnn of 
May 16, 1991. 
* * * * * 
RepgL t of the Ngn:inat:im o:mnittee 
Due to the absence of Trustee Mastennan, Cllair of the Narninatirg Connnittee, 
Trustee Clasby reported that the members of the Narninatirg Connnittee 
(Trustees Masterman, Cllair; Clasby, and ChencJ) met for the purp:::>Se of 
selectirg nominees for Cllair and Vice Cllair of the Framingham state College 
Board of Trustees. Trustee Clasby reported that the Nominating Committee 
voted to reccmnerrl Trustee Sherwin Greenblatt as Cllair and Trustee Lillian 
Buckley as Vice Cllair of the Board of Trustees. 'lhere beirg no further 
naninations: 
VOI'ED: 
* * * * * 
On JOC)tion duly made and secorxled, it was 
Urlani.nously. • • to accept the recommendation of the Nominating 
Committee and elect Trustee Sherwin Greenblatt, Cllair and Trustee 
Lillian Buckley, Vice Cllair of the Framingham state College Board 
of Trustees for the period of July 1, 1991 through June 30, 1992. 
* * * * * 
• 
• 
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Honorary Degree Recommendations 
Clair Walker stated that the Trustees had before them three Honorary Degree 
recipient recommendations received fran President Weller: Mr. John P. 
Hamill, President of Shawmut Bank, NA; Miss Emma A. Hunt, Framingham state 
College Assistant Professor Enerita; am Mr. Cllarles P. Sposato, Framingham 
South High School English Teacher am Finalist for the NASA Teacher In 
Space Program. 
Foll01r1ing d j scussion, 
VOI'ED: 
* * * * * 
On notion duly made am secorrled it was 
to accept the Honorary Degree Recommendations to :be awarded at the 
June 2, 1991 Commencement as follows: 
- Mr. John P. Hamill, Doctor of Humane letters (L.H. D.) 
- Miss Emma A. Hunt, Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) 
-Mr. Cllarles P. Sposato, Doctor of Humane letters (L.H.D.) 
* * * * * 
Trustees cahners am Greenblatt left the meeting. 
Reg;g t of the President 
Vice President Adler stated that a very SllCCeSSful Departmental Cllairs 
Recognition Program was held on May 15, 1991. Guests included four Emeriti 
Cllairs am Trustees Buckley am cahners. Dr. Adler was very pleased to 
announce the inplementation of a new Honors Program for the 1991-91 academic 
year which will :be l.ll')jer the directorship of Dr. Michael Fiorentino. 
Vice President Werxly Noyes stated that the Office of student Services has 
sponsored two very successful events. On April 6, 1991 an Auction and 
Raffle was held with more than $12,250 raised, and on April 20, 1991 more 
than 200 people enjoyed a very special evening at the First Athletic Hall of 
Fame Dinner. 
Vice President Noyes expressed her appreciation to outgoing student 
Goverrnnent Association President Gregg Rotatori for his support and 
assistance during the past year. Vice President Noyes welcomed and 
intrcx:luced 1991-92 student Goverrnnent President Al Spittler. 
President Weller congratulated Al Spittler on his election as student 
Goverrnnent Association President. He thanked Gregg Rotatori for his 
support am contributions during the past year. He stated that he was 
grateful to outgoing ~ state College Professional Association 
President Richard Milaszewski and Vice President Arthur Doyle for their 
continued support, am congratulated .inc:aning President Ro:bert Wallace and 
Vice President John Ambacher on their election. 
President Weller expressed his sincere appreciation to Trustee Clair Walker 
for his support am guidance throughout the past two very difficult years. 
He congratulated Trustee Greenblatt on his election as Clair and Trustee 
Buckley on her election as Vice Clair of the Board. 
• 
• 
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President Weller stated that the Fifth Annual McAuliffe Dinner Dance was 
held on May 4, 1991 at the Marriott Hotel in Newton. '!he evening was well 
atterned by about 400, with stride Rite Corporation Chainnan of the Board 
Arnold Hiatt as the keynote speaker. Special thanks to Grace Corrigan and 
the members of the McAuliffe Planning Committee for the success of this 
very special annual event. 
ot:IEr Bus:i.IEss 
Trustee Buckley stated that the members of the Executive Board of the Alumni 
Association asked that she address Board members on behalf of the 
Association. 
Trustee Buckley stated that the Alumni Association has experienced 
difficulty in obtai.nin:] student lists fran the College. Executive Board 
members net with President Weller on April 18, 1991 to address the 
Association's concerns. In a letter dated May 7, 1991 to Alumni Director 
Foley, President Weller states that scholarship lists were provided to the 
Alumni Association by Mr. Dudley Marsh. 'Ihe Alumni Association maintains 
that the information received were lists of students seeking loans and not 
the requested scholarship list. 
'!he Alumni Association also requested a list of 1991 graduates for the 
purpose of mailing insurance coverage information and I. D. cards to enable 
the alumni the use of College facilities. President Weller's letter of May 
7, 1991 recc::mnenjs that the College include information on insurance 
programs and I. D. cards in the information packets at graduation rehearsal. 
'lhe Alumni Association believes that these recc:mnendations are not 
effective. 
'!he Alumni Executive Board believes that these issues have not been 
resolved, and asks for the consideration by the Board. 
Chair Walker stated that the College administrators and Trustees have net 
with Alumni Executive Board members for nore than a year to discuss ways in 
which the Alumni Association could assist the College with the tremendous 
econanic issues caused by the Conm:>nwealth's fiscal problems. '!he Alumni 
Association has not SU);:POrted the College in their appeal for assistance. 
Chair Walker exterrled an invitation to members of the Alumni Association to 
neet with College administrations and Trustees to continue discussions. 
A1 Spittler, 1991-1992 student Goverrnnent Association President, stated that 
he was pleased to neet the members of the Board and looks forward to 
working with them in the year ahead. He asked for their support in 
addressing the financial Wrdens of the students. 
'!he neeting adjourned at 8:35 p.m. 
,/Lnrly sul:mitted, ~_,A_ 
Barry J. Walker, Chair 
V state College Board of Trustees . llil~ Pa~ller, Executive Secretary 
F'raitlinJham state College Board of Trustees 
.. 
• 
Bugden, William 
Fiore, stephen 
Jost, Dana 
Mahon, John c. 
Weiss, Beverly 
• 
LeBlanc, Rene 
Beyer, Kathleen c. 
Weiss, Beverly J. 
• 
Professor Eineriti 
Sociology Department 
Associate Professor Eineriti 
Music Department 
Professor Eineriti 
Biology Department 
Assistant Professor Eineriti 
:En;Jlish Department 
Professor Eineriti 
Psychology Department 
SABBATICAL LEAVE 
Professor 
Biology Department 
Attachment A 
Mlp.y 16, 1991 
Page 1 of 2 
Effective: 7/1/91 
Effective: 7/1/90 
Effective: 7/1/91 
Effective: 7/1/91 
Effective: 7/1/91 
Effective: Fall 1991 
LEAVE OF .ABSl!NCE Wl'1IIX1l' PAY 
Assistant Professor 
:En;Jlish Department 
Professor 
Psychology Department 
Effective: 9/1/91 - 5/31/92 
Effective: 5/31/91 
• 
Page 2 of 2 
RESIGNATICMS 
Fahey, Joyce staff Associate Effective: 4/27/91 
Graduate am Continuing Etl. 
Olson, Janet L. Associate Professor Effective: 5/31/91 
Art Department 
Rosenthal, Heidi J. Residence Director Effective: 6/15/91 
Residence Life 
Treistroan, Joanne Director /Teacher Effective: 6/29/91 
arild care Center 
Yobaccio, Elizabeth Assistant Professor Effective: 5/31/91 
Economics/Business Admin • 
• 
• 
PERSONNEL ACTIONS 
• 
OFFICE OF GRADUATE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 
.-03 APPOINTMENTS 
Dr. John R. Ambacher Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Politics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. John R. Ambacher 
. Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Politics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. John R. Ambacher Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Politics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Mr. John Anderson Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Art) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mrs. Arlene Argir Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Education) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mrs. Arlene Argir Visiting Instructor Effective: Arranged (Education) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Vladimir Atryzek Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/24/91 (Biology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dennis P. Avola Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/24/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Ms. Deborah Baiano Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Sociology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Jeffrey Baker Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Communication Arts) Salary: $2,400.00 
Ms. l~arina Banuaz iz i Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Modern Languages) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Robert Beck Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Chemistry) Salary: $2,536.00 
Mr. Christopher Berkeley Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 (History) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Christopher Berkeley Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (History) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. James Beyer Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (English) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Prabhakara Bhat Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/24/91 (Computer Science) Salary: $2,136.00 
•• Douglas Bloomquist Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Psychology) Salary: $2,536.00 
.. 
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Mr. Stephen Bolio Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Nursing) Salary: $2,268.00 
.Ms. Cornelia Breuning Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Computer Science) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Donald Buell Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Biology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Joseph Caruso Visiting Professor Effective: Arranged 
(Education) Salary: $2,536.00 
Ms. Kathleen Casey Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Education) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Richard Chartier Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(English) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Malcolm Cunningham Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Computer Science) Salary: $2,400.00 
Hr. Richard Cunningham Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(English) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Richard Cunningham Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(English) Salary: $2,268.00 
.Mrs. Joyce Cutler Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Mathematics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Elizabeth Dannewitz Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Ms. Susan Dargan Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Sociology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Ms. Susan Dargan Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Sociology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Ms. Frances Davis Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Chemistry) Salary:· $2,136.00 
Ms. Frances Davis Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Chemistry) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Carl DeVasto Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/24/91 
(English) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Walter Devine Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Education) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Peter Dittami Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Education) Salary: $2,136.00 
.Dr. Arthur Doyle Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Physics) Salary: $2,536.00 
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Dr. Arthur Doyle Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Physics) Salary: $2,536.00 
.Ms. Christine Doyle-Burke Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Thomas Dumas Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Thomas Dumas Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Roland Dwinell Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Barry J. Dworman Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Brendan Egan Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/24/91 (Allied Health) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. James D. Eng Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Art) Salary: $2,400.00 
Mr. James D. Eng Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Art) Salary: $2,400.00 
.Mr. Bradford Findell Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Mathematics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Bradford Findell Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. T. Fitzpatrick-Doyle Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 (Psychology) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Leonard Flynn Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Psychology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Leonard Flynn Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Psychology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Ms. Irene Foster Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Home Economics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Hs. Irene Foster Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/31/91 (Home Economics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Charles Garabedian Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Mathematics) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Joseph Gaudet Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/24/91 (Mathematics) Salary: $2' 136.00 
.s. Anita M. Goldner Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 (Computer Science) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Arnold Good 
Arnold Good 
Mr. Leon Goodman 
Ms. Audrey L. Gordon 
Dr. Thomas Grove 
Dr. Richard Grozier 
Mr. Joseph Hannigan 
Ms. Lauren T. Hartshorn 
Dr. Bernard Horn 
• 
Mrs. Marjorie C. Horton 
Dr. Sigmund Hough 
Dr. Gary Rylander 
Mrs. Regina Irwin 
Dr. George Jarnis 
Dr. P. M. John 
Ms. Lynne Johnson 
Dr. Stephen Joseph 
Mr. Philip Joyce 
Harry Julia 
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Visiting Professor 
(Mathematics) 
Visiting Professor 
(Mathematics) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(Economics) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(Education) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(English) 
Visiting Professor 
(History) 
Visiting Instructor 
(Mathematics) 
Visiting Instructor 
(Modern Languages) 
Visiting Associate Professor 
(English) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(English) 
Visiting Instructor 
(Psychology) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(History) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(Home Economics) 
Visiting Professor 
(Politics) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(Philosophy) 
Visiting Instructor 
(Communication Arts) 
Visiting Associate Professor 
(Philosophy) 
Visiting Instructor 
(Communication Arts) 
Visiting Professor 
(Psychology) 
Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
Salary: $2,536.00 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
7/8/91-8/8/91 
$2,536.00 
7/8/91-8/8/91 
$2,268.00 
7/8/91-8/8/91 
$2,268.00 
7/8/91-7/31/91 
$2,268.00 
7/8/91-8/8/91 
$2,536.00 
6/3/91-7/3/91 
$2,136.00 
6/3/91-6/27/91 
$2,136.00 
6/3/91-7/3/91 
$2,400.00 
6/3/91-7/24/91 
$2,268.00 
6/4/91-7/25/91 
$2,136.00 
6/3/91-7/24/91 
$2,268.00 
7/8/91-7/31/91 
$2,268.00 
6/3/91-7/31/91 
$2,536.00 
6/3/91-6/27/91 
$2,268.00 
7/8/91-7/31/91 
$2,136.00 
7/8/91-7/31/91 
$2,400.00 
6/3/91-7/3/91 
$2,136.00 
6/3/91-7/3/91 
$2,536.00 
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Ms. Maxine Keats Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 
(English) Salary: $2,136.00 
.r. Harold Kiess Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Walter H. Klar Visiting Professor Effective: Arranged 
(Education) Salary: $2,536.00 
Mr. John V. Klepadlo Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 
(Communication Arts) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Thomas Koshy Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Thomas Koshy Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Donald Krier Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Economics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Donald Krier Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Economics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Ms. Lucille Lawless Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Sociology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Ms • Lucille Lawless Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
• 
(Sociology) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Rene LeBlanc Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Biology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Rene LeBlanc Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/916/27/91 
(Biology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Rene LeBlanc Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Biology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Mr. Randolph LeSage Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Art) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Margaret Lidback Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Earth Science) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. Margaret Lidback Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 
(Earth Science) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. Pamela Ludemann Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Pamela Ludemann Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,268.00 
&rs. Patricia Luoto Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 
(Home Economics) Salary: $1,134.00 
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Mr. Donald MacRitchie Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,268.00 
.rs. Katherine Manthorne Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Library Science) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Larry McCargar Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Philosophy) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Joseph McCaul Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Computer Science) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Joseph McCaul Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 (Computer Science) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Jeffrey C. McConnell Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/24/91 (Philosophy) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mrs. Catherine McLaughlin Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (English) Salary: $2,268.00 
Ms. Martha Meaney Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Economics) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Edward Melegian Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Music) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Edward Melegian Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
• 
(Music) Salary: $2,268.00 
7/8/91-7/31/91 Ms. Marianne Messina Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: (English) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Richard F. Milaszewski Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Chemistry) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Richard F. Milaszewski Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Chemistry) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Wayne Munson Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 (Communication Arts) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Mary Murphy Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (English) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. John T. Murray Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Physics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. John T. Murray Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/2/91 (Physics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Yaser Najjar Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 (Geography) Salary: $2,400.00 
•• 
Yaser Najjar Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 (Geography) Salary: $2,400.00 
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Dr. Jerry Natterstad Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(English) Salary: $2,536.00 
&r. P. Bradley Nutting Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(History) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. P. Bradley Nutting Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(History) Salary: $2,536.00 
Fr. Francis Paolo Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(English) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Thomas Parsons Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Economics) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mr. Mark Perlmutter Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Modern Languages) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. T. Bridgett Perry Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,268.00 
Mrs. Patricia Plummer Visiting Assitant Professor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 
(Home Economics) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Kenneth Preskenis Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr • Kenneth Preskenis Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
• 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Joseph J. Previte Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Biology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Joseph J. Previte Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Biology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Mr. Carlos Ramos Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-7/21/91 
(Modern Languages) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Carlos Ramos Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Modern Languages) Salary: $2,136.00 
Dr. Albert Richer Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Modern Languages) Salary: $2,536.00 
Ms. Rita Rosenthal Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Communication Arts) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Alfred Rossetti Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mr. Alfred Rossetti Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,136.00 
&r. Randall Royka Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 
(History) Salary: $2,136.00 
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Dr. Eike Satake Visiting Instructor Effective: 6/4/91-7/25/91 
.Dr. 
(Mathematics) Salary: $2,136.00 
Mark A. Seiden Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(English) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Mark A. Seiden Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(English) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Mark A. Seiden Visiting Professor Effective: 7/8/91-7/31/91 
(English) Salary: $2,536.00 
Mr. Richard Signes Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Modern Languages) Salary: $2,268.00 
Ms. Lelie Starobin Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Communication Arts) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Lawrence Symington Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. Rona Tananbaum Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: Arranged 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Henry Tischler Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Sociology) Salary: $2,536.00 
.Dr. Henry Tischler Visiting Professor Effe
ctive: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Sociology) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Peter L. Toohey Visiting Professor Effective: Arranged 
(Education) Salary: $2,536.00 
Mr. Miles Unger Visiting Instructor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Art) Salary: $2,136.00 
Ms. Donna Walcovy Visiting Assistant Professor Effective: Arranged 
(Communication Arts) Salary: $2,268.00 
Dr. Robert B. Wallace Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
(Economics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Robert B. Wallace Visiting Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Economics) Salary: $2,536.00 
Dr. Barrie Westerman Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. Barrie Westerman Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. Barrie Westerman Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-6/27/91 
• 
(Psychology) Salary: $2,400.00 
Charles White Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 6/3/91-7/3/91 Dr. 
(Economics) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. Charles White Visiting Associate Professor Effective: 7/8/91-8/8/91 
(Economics) Salary: $2,400.00 
Dr. Miriam Wilton 
~Mr. Robert T. Yosca 
~ 
~ 
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Visiting Professor 
(Psychology) 
Visiting Assistant Professor 
(Mathematics) 
Effective: 
Salary: 
Effective: 
Salary: 
6/3/91-6/27/91 
$2,536.00 
6/3/91-7/24/91 
$2,268.00 
• 
• 
• 
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May 16, 1991 
Attachment B 
'Ihe Budget Task Force met on 'Thursday, May 16, 1991 at 4:00 p.m. in the 
1839 Room of the D. Justin McCarthy College Center at Framingham state 
College. 
Trustees Present: Clasby, Olair; Accomarrlo; cahners; Clleng; 
Fesserrlen; Greenblatt; Walker; Ploof arrl Buckley 
* * * * * * * * 
President Weller and Vice President Horrigan reported on the b.ldget 
status for Fiscal Years 1991 and 1992. President Weller will report on 
this subject durirq his report. 
* * * * * * * * 
Included in the materials sent to you with the agerrla are the Trust 
Fund Budget requests for Fiscal Year 1992. 'Ihe Continuin:.J Education 
and student Goverrnnent requests have been distril::uted this evenirq. 
'Ihe Task Force wishes to draw your attention to the President's 
memorandum and to the three charts that appear in the front of the 
Trust Fund booklet. You should note: 1. 'Ihat the College is not 
increasirq any of its general fees with the exception of the College 
meal plan ($70. 00) ani the Health fee ($20.00). 'Ihe meal plan increase 
is a contractual obligation ani the Health Fee increase will provide 
for an Alcohol and Drug Arose Counselor previously funded through a 
federal grant. 2. 'Ihe Board of Regents establishes TUition and 
Residence Hall rates for the College. While they have not yet acted on 
these items, it is currently anticipated that tuition may increase by 
approximately $100 and Residence Halls fees will not be increased. We 
• 
• 
• 
will reconunend approval of these Trust F\lrrl Budgets at the conclusion 
of this report. 
* * * * * * * * 
'!he Task Force reviewed the Quarterly Trust F\lrrl report for the first 
three quarters of Fiscal Year 1991. A copy of this report is included 
in the materials distril::uted this evening. 
* * * * * * * * 
'!he Task Force had extensive discussions concernirq the Emergency 
Educational Services Fee Trust Fl.lrrl. President Weller presented a 
l1\elrorarrlum dated May 16, 1991 'Which is included in the material 
distriJ:::uted this eveninJ. '!he President will discuss this issue with 
the full bJard arrl at the conclusion the Task Force will recomme.rrl 
approval of the President's request . 
We will have 2 votes for your consideration: 
* * * * * * * * 
VOTES 
1. The Task Force recommerrls (Trustee Ac::x:::oinanio apposed to the 
increase in the Health Services Fee) that the Trustees vote: 
To approve all Trust F\lrrl J:xldgets, including the Continuirx] 
Education Trust F\md hldget am the student Govert1Irel1t Association 
b.ldget (Attaclurent III). 
2. The Task Force recommerrls (Trustee Accoinarxio apposed) that the 
Trustees vote: 
To approve the recommendation of the President concernirq the 
Emergency Frlucational Services Fee contained in his l1\elrorarxium of 
May 16, 1991. 
• 
• 
• 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Members of the Board of . Tp.lstees 
From: 
• r : /, '
1 
\ i . 
Paul F. Weller, Pres1dent ·-~-~.... \..\ 1.'-.. -~--L I 
Date: May 16, 1991 
SUbject: Einergency Fducational Services Fee 
Four years ago, in July 1987 (Fiscal Year 1988), the camn:>nwealth 
provided initial ~ for F'raini.n:Jham state College in the annmt of 
$15,165,792 which was 55.4% of our total operating l::u:iget. In that 
year the first "reversion" occurred. During this current Fiscal Year
 
we have a state appropriation of $11,567,735, a reduction of $3,598,057 
(23. 72%) since Fiscal 1988. During this four year period our operating 
budget expen:litures have been hurrlrErls of thou.sarrls of dollars less, 
annually, than the appropriation for Fiscal Year 1988. 
In adclition to the drastic reductions in appropriations, there 
have been marrlat:OO collective bargaining increases for part tine 
Faculty; step rate increases for Classified Personnel; am Illal'X2ted 
"dlargebacks" for Retirement, Health Insurance, Medicare, Unen"ploymen
t 
Compensation, Workers' Compensation, Universal Health Care, statewide
 
Audits, arrl Computer Usage Service Cllarges which have effectively 
reduced our appropriation by an additional $500,000. 
While these reductions have taken place, inflation has increased 
by nearly 20%, our employees have not had salary increases for 3 year
s, 
and we have increased our '1\lition and Fees fran $1389 to $2798 for 
eonunuting students and ~""om $3729 to $5958 for Resident students. Most 
recently rost of our employees have been required to participate in a 
"furlough" prc:qram which has taken over $300,000 from their paychecks. 
• 
• 
• 
(2) 
Despite these events, I wish to state, without equivocation, th
at 
we have not only maintainOO the quality of IroSt of our prcqrams
, rut 
improved them. 
Again this year we are goirq to be faced with a major reduction 
in the Comrronwealth' s support for Public Higher Fducation. Quite 
honestly, there are many :ruxrors with very little substantiation
 as to 
the extent of the reductions. What we do kncJ..l is that the Gove
rnor, 
in reccxrunerrling the l::udget for Public Higher Fducation for Fisc
al Year 
1992, has reduced our current appropriation of $11.6 million to $9.236 
million. This is an additional 20% reduction. 'Ihe new recx::xnroo
n:iation 
is $5,930,192 (40%) less than the initial FY 1988 budget. 
Unfortunately, the cut may be even greater than the amount reca
nmerrled 
by the Governor, although we all hope it will be less. 
I regret the need to corre to you again to request an increase i
n 
the Emergency Educational Service Fee. However, I must. We ha
ve 
prepared several options for your consideration, arrl we will as
k your 
approval for implementation authority. In makirq these re.camr
rerrlations 
we are painfully aware that students at Framingham state Colleg
e arrl, I 
might add, at all other Public Higher Fducational Institutions 
in the 
Commonwealth, will be asked to pay an even larger share of their
 
educational costs. We anticipate that our st ..:dents will ha\.'e to
 
borrow even rrore funds than in the past in order to oontinue the
ir 
education. The Colleqe will, I assure you, make every effort to
 offer 
.::tssistance t:o aE students v.'ho are adversely affected by any new
 
• 
• 
• 
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In develop:in1 the follCJ'.t.l:in1 proposals we have: 
1. Ra:luced the College Budget for General Operations, 
Library, SCholarships a.rxl CASA from the FY1991 level of 
$14,993,430 to $14,360,000. 
2. Examined our reserves a.rxl estimated that there will be a balance 
on June 30,1991 of awroxilnately $300 per student. 
3. Determined that it would be p:rudea:1t to retain a sufficient 
balance in our reserves to cover further reversions a.rxl other 
ernergerx:::y needs a.rxl cash flCM considerations. ('nl.e reserve, 
...pproxi.mately $150 per student, is equivalent to approximately 2 
weeks salary for state fun:ied errployees) . 
4. Examined the Emergerx:::y Educational Services Fee paid by 
continuin;J Fducation students a.rxl believe it should be 
increasErl fran $75 per course to $100 per course. ('lhis 
increase will provide the equivalent of $50. 00 per year 
for each day student} . 
5. Received infonnation that the Board of Reqents may increase 
TUition by approxilnately $100 for state COllege students. 
'nl.is increase may become available for campus experxtiture 
t...'lrough the TUition Retention Prcx_;ram. If this~' the 
need for carrp.lS based revenues will be adjusted . 
• 
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• 
L 
Accordi.rgly it is recommen::led that: 
If the shortfall is approximately $300 per student: 
$150 be provided fran College reserves 
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$ 50 fran Continui.rq Education E:oorgency Frlucational Services Fee increase 
$100 fran TUition increase by Board of Regents ardfor Drergency Fee increase 
If the shortfall is approximately $575 per student: 
$150 be provided fran College reserves 
$ 50 fran Cont:inuirq Education E:oorgency Frlucational Services Fee increase 
$375 fran TUition increase by Board of Regents ardfor Emargency Fee increase 
If the shortfall is approximately $850 per student: 
$150 be provided fran College reserves 
$ 50 fran Cont:inuirq Education Emargency Educational Services Fee increase 
$650 fran TUition increase by Board of Regents arrlfor Drergency Fee increase 
If the shortfall is greater than $850 per student a Special meeti.n:] of the Board of 
Trustees will be called. 
I request that, if the shortfall is below or between the three propose::l levels listed 
above, the President be authorized to increase or decrease the E:oorgency Educational 
Services Fee as necessary in acx:x:u:'dance with the above guidelines. 
'lbe followin:J three pages contain Summary statistics; EKperxtiture arrl Budget 
information; arrl definitions of SUbsidiary Account EKperxtiture categories . 
• 
• 
• 
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state .AWropriation FY 1988 
CUrrent state Appropriation FY 1991 
$15,165,792 
$11,567,735 
College Budget, General Operation, Library, SCholarships, CASA FY91 $14,993,430 
College Budget, General Operation, Library, SCholarships, CASA FY92 $14,360,000 
Assuming no Increases in Tuition or Fees, with 2700 full time sttrlents att:errli.rq: 
Estimated Tuition Retention FY1992 
Estimated Educational Service Fee (Day) (FY 1992) 
Estimated Educational Service Fee (Continu:in:J Education) (FY 1992) 
If net state Appropriation includ:irq effect of additional 
fr:in:Je benefit charges is cut: 
$ 847,800 
$ 2,754,000 
$ 600,000 
15% - Appropriation will be: $ 9,355,375 
% state Appropriation corrpared to total College Budget 32. 94% 
Shortfall per student will be: $ (297.34) 
20% - Appropriation will be: $ 8, 597,212 
% state Appropriation corrpared to total College Budget 30.27% 
Shortfall per student will be: $ (578.14) 
25%- Appropriation will be: $ 7,886,296 
% state Appropriation corrpared to total College Budget 27. 70% 
Shortfall per student will be: $ (841.45) 
• 
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FRAMINGHAM STATE CDILEGE 
EXPENDI'IURES FY88 - FY90 AND BUDGEr FY91: PROPOSED BUDGEr FY92 
FOR GENERAL OPrnATIONS, LIBRARY, SOIOI.ARSHIPS AND CASA 
BY SUBSIDIARY ACCX'.>UNI'. (NO!' INCUJDING REl3UIAR TRUST FUNDS} 
FY89 FY91 FY92 
$12,035,473 $12,514,863 $11,950,000 $11,800,000 $11,600,000 
75,066 44,727 43,000 40,000 40,000 
267,746 146,415 206,025 206,000 200,000 
3,300 1,650 6,311 2,522 2,500 
25,000 25,000 39,950 40,000 40,000 
1,029,550 1,000,000 1,109,000 1,400,000 1,150,000 
1,900 1 2,719 2,000 2,000 
34,300 10,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
50,000 50,000 69,141 79,225 90,000 
327,500 205,000 375,000 375,000 300,000 
461,345 394,390 400,000 631,064 500,000 
355,612 274,569 370,105 350,000 300,000 
205,500 10,000 50,000 22,619 90,500 
15,000 14,552 19,628 25,000 25,000 
$14,887,292 $14,691,167 $14,660,879 $14,993,430 $14,360,000 
1. 
• 
• 
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SUBSIDIARY ACCOUNTS 
Expenditure Categories 
Sdlaries, Permanent Positions 
Salaries, Other (Overtime, Holiday Pay, Shift Differential) 
Serv1ces - Non-employees (Guest Lecturers, Janitors, Security, Stu-
dents, Clerical) 
Food 
Clothing 
Housekeeping Supplies and Ex~anse5 
laboratory and Medical Supplies and Expenses 
Heat and Other Plant Operation (Fuel Oil, Gas, Electricity, Water) 
Travel (Private Auto Mileage, Bus, Hotel, Meals. Automotive and Truck 
Supplies and Expenses) 
Advertising and Printing 
Maintenance and Repairs (Contract Repair Work, Auto and Truck repairs, 
and repair parts and Materials) 
Special Supolies and Expenses (Educational Supplies and Other supplies 
and expenses) 
Office and Administrative Expenses {Shipping Charges, Memb~rship 
Dues, Bank Premium, Insurance, Overtime Meals, Telephone, Postage, 
conference Fees, Stationery and Other Office Supplies) 
15 Equipment (Educational, Office, Maintenance, Housekeeping) 
16 Rentals (Auto, Truck, Office Equipment, Space) 
1 
! 
10/03/88 
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FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE TFB1 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
• FISCAL YEAR 1992 
NAME OF TRUST FUND STUDENT ACTIVITY 
ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET 
FY1990 FY1991 FY1992 
INCOME $ 283,265.00 $ 261,000.00 $ 261,075.24 
EXPENSES $ 300,485.47 $ 286,550.60 $ 287,196.70 
NET INCOME $ (17,220.47) $ (25,550.60) $ ( 2 6 , 121. 46) 
(income minus expenses) 
BEGINNING BALANCE $ 133,999.69 $ 116,779.22 $ 91,228.62 
NET INCOME $ (17,220.47) $ (25,550.60) $ ( 2 6 , 121. 46) 
• ENDING BALANCE $ 116,779.22 $ 91,228.62 $ 65,107.16 
(beginning balance ============ ============= =========== 
plus net income) 
SIGNATURES! 
APPROVAL 
TITLE 
CenteriStudent 
.["-.}0 
\J PRESIDENT 
• 
• 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
TFB2 
NAME OF TRUST FUND STUDENT ACTIVITY 
GENERAL NARRATIVE 
• 
• 
The Student Activities Fee is used to provide social, educational, 
recreational, and athletic club programming to the college community. 
The fund is alloted to various student organizations through the Executive 
Board and Senate of the Student Government Association. Student Organizations 
wishing to be funded must provide a line item budget and present it first 
before the Executive Board of the Senate (which provides a recommendation 
to the student Senate) and then before the Senate itself . 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
111' OF TRUST FUND STUDENT ACTIVITY 
SUMMARY 
INCOME AND EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY 
INCOME 
(list all sources of income) 
ACTUAL 
FY1990 
STUDENT FEES $ x 
INTEREST x 
MASS PIRG FEES X 
MASS PIRG FEES TRANSFER OUT X 
MISCELLANEOUS X 
TOTAL INCOME 
EXPENSES 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
$283,265.00 
NlliEGULAR EMPLOYEE $ 
~OMPENSATION 
X 
BB REGULAR EMPLOYEE 
RELATED EXPENSES 
CC SPECIAL EMPLOYEES 
DO PENSION AND INSURANCE 
RELATED EXPENSES 
EE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
FF FACILITY OPERATIONAL 
EXPENSES 
GG ENERGY COSTS AND SPACE 
RENTAL EXPENSES 
HH CONSULTANT SERVICES 
JJ OPERATIONAL SERVICES 
KK EQUIPMENT PURCHASE 
LL EQUIPMENT,LEASE-PURCHASE, 
LEASE,RENTAL,MAINTENANCE, 
AND REPAIR 
MM PURCHASED CLIENT/PROGRAM 
SERVICES 
NN INFRASTRUCTURE:CONSTRUCTION 
& MAINTENANCE PROJECTS 
PP STATE AID 
RR BENEFIT PROGRAMS 
• 
TOTAL EXPENSES 
NET INCOME 
(income minus expenses) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
$300,485.47 
$(17,220.47) 
) ( 
BUDGET 
FY1991 
$261,000.00 
29,500.00 
29,500.00 
$261,000.00 
$ 
11,500.00 
214,349.60 
26,231.00 
8,200.00 
5,000.00 
21,270.00 
$286,550.60 
$(25,550.60) 
) ( 
TFB3 
BUDGET 
FY1992 
$247,500.00 
13,575.24 
27,000.00 
27,000.00 
$261,075.24 
$ 16,018.64 
11,500.00 
202,852.03 
26,231.00 
5,000.00 
21,270.00 
4,325.03 
$ 28 7' 196. 70 
$ ( 2 6 ' 121. 46) 
-------------- -----
~ OF TRUST FUND 
SOURCE 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF SOURCE OF FUNDS 
INCOME 
$ REQUEST 
TFB4 
STUDENT FEES 
SUMMER 
Please circle appropriate response. 
x __ _ = 
DCE STUDENTS FEE 
ANNUAL ACADEMIC YEAR FEE 
2750 X $90.00 
DAY STUDENTS FEE 
X = 
DCE STUDENTS FEE 
TOTAL 
FY1991 
•
SOURCE $ BUDGET 
( st all sources of income) 
Change in annual fee from FY1991? 
$ yes xno x 
X 
If yes, indicate annual increase $ ____ _ 
and explain in "General Narrative". 
$ 247' 500.00 
$ 
$247,500.00 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
STUDENT FEES 
INTEREST 
$ 261,000.00 $90X 2750= $247,500.00 
13,575.24 
MISCELLANEOUS 
MASS PIRG FEE 29,500.00 27,000.00 
(27,000.00) MASS PIRG FEE TRANSFER ( 29,500.00) 
• 
TOTAL $ 261,000.00 $ 261,075.24 
(including student fees) 
1llf OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY AA 
REGULAR EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION 
TFB5AA 
OBJECT CODE 
AOl SALARIES 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
(complete form TFB5AA1) 
$16,018.64 
A07 DIFFERENTIAL PAY 
A08 OVERTIME PAY 
• HOLIDAY PAY 
A12 SICK LEAVE BUYBACK 
Al3 VACATION PAY 
_41l _______________________________________________________________________ _ 
TOTAL $ o.oo $16,018.64 
N41' OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
TFB5AA1 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY AA 
POSITION TITLE 
(list titles) 
:lerk 4, Grade 13 
• 
REGULAR EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION 
OBJECT CODE AOl POSITION DETAIL 
FY1991 
ANNUAL SALARY 
CURRENTLY FILLED 
POSITIONS 
$ 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST 
$ 16,018.64 
ESTIMATED 
DATE OF HIRE 
IF NOT CURRENTLY 
FILLED 
7/1/91 
----------------------------~-----------------------------------------------
(enter total on form TBF5AA AOl) TOTAL $ 16,018.64 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF NEW POSITIONS TO BE FILLED IN FY1992 
• 
N41J OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY EE 
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
FY1992 
TFB5EE 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET $ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
EOl OFFICE & ADMIN 
SUPPLIES 
E02 PRINTING EXPENSES 
AND SUPPLIES 
E06 POSTAGE 
• E07 TELEPHONE 
CHARGEBACK 
! E08 TELEPHONE SERVICE 
E09 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
ElO COMPUTER CHARGEBACK 
• 
6,500.00 6,500.00 
SUBSIDIARY EE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
.OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY EE PAGE 2 
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
TFB5EE2 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
Ell COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
El2 SUBSCRIPTIONS AND 
MEMBERSHIPS 
El3 ADVERTISING EXPENSES 
• El6 INDIRECT COSTS TRANSFER 
! El8 SINGLE AUDIT CHARGEBACK 
El9 FEES,FINES,LICENSES 
E22 CONFERENCE FOOD 
E.TRANSFER TO CHILD CARE 
TRUST FUND 
5,000.00 5,000 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL $ 11 I 500 o 00 $11 '500.00 
------ -~----- ------
.OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY FF 
FACILITY OPERATIONAL EXPENSE 
TFB5FF 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
FOl FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
(NOT CONFERENCE) 
F05 LABORATORY SUPPLIES 
F06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES 
F. CLOTHING 
FlO FACILITY FURNISHINGS 
F12 CLEANING SUPPLIES 
F14 GARDENING SUPPLIES 
F15 GROUNDSKEEPING TOOLS 
• 
SUBSIDIARY FF CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
~ OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY FF PAGE 2 
FACILITY OPERATIONAL EXPENSES 
TFB5FF2 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
F16 LIBRARY BOOKS, 
SUPPLIES 
F17 EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES 
F18 SOCIAL SUPPLIES 
• MAINTENANCE AND 
REPAIR SUPPLIES 
F25 MAINTENANCE HAND 
TOOLS 
F26 FLOOR COVERINGS 
F27 SECURITY SUPPLIES 
• 
214,349.60 202,852.03 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL $ 214,349.60 $202,852.03 
WOF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY HH 
CONSULTANT SERVICES 
TFB5HH 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
H09 ATTORNEYS 
HlO AUDITORS 
Hl5 SPEAKERS AND 
LECTURERS 
H~MEDICAL CONSULTANTS 
H23 PROGRAM COORDINATORS 
HJO PERFORMERS 
H98 REIMBURSEMENT TRAVEL 
AND OTHER EXPENSES 
• 
500.00 500.00 
25,731.00 25,731.00 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL $ 2 6 ' 2 31 . 0 0 $2 6' 2 31 . 00 
.OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY JJ 
OPERATIONAL SERVICES 
TFB5JJ 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
JOJ APPRAISERS 
J04 ART MODELS 
J05 ATHLETIC SERVICES 
J09 CLEANERS,JANITORS 
• 
JlO FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Jl5 DATA PROCESSING 
SERVICES 
Jl6 EXAMINERS 
Jl8 EXTERMINATORS 
J21 HAZARDOUS WASTE 
REMOVAL 
• 
SUBSIDIARY JJ CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
---------- ---
~ OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY JJ PAGE 2 
OPERATIONAL SERVICES 
TFB5JJ2 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
J33 PHOTGRAPHIC SERVICES 
J39 NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE 
REMOVAL 
J40 SECURITY SERVICES 
J43 SNOW REMOVAL AND 
GROUNDSKEEPING 
~ CLERICAL SERVICES 
J50 INSTRUCTORS, 
LECTURERS,TRAINERS 
J57 WORK STUDY 
J60 TRADESPERSONS 
J98 TRAVEL REIMBUREMENT 
AND OTHER EXPENSES 
• 
8,200.00 0.00 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL $ 8,200.00 $0.00 
-----------------
~ OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY KK 
EQUIPMENT PURCHASE 
FY1992 
TFB5KK 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET $ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
KOl COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
K02 EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT 
KOJ FACILITY EQUIPMENT 
K04 MOTORIZED VEHICLE 
EQUIPMENT 
• OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
K06 PRINTING,PHOTOCOPY 
EQUIPMENT 
K07 OFFICE FURNISHINGS 
K08 TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
EQUIPMENT 
K09 MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
KlO SECURITY EQUIPMENT 
5,000.00 5,000.00 
-41t------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL $5,000.00 $5,000.00 
~ OF TRUST FUND 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY MM 
PURCHASED CLIENT/PROGRAM SERVICES 
TFB5MM 
OBJECT CODE 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
M02 STIPENDS 
MOJ CONTRACTS 
M. TUITION AND 
EDUCATIONAL FEES 
• 
21,270.00 21,270.00 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL $ 21,270.00 $ 21,270.00 
OBJECT CODE 
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
TRUST FUND BUDGET REQUEST 
FISCAL YEAR 1992 
STUDENT ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION OF BUDGET REQUEST BY OBJECT CODE 
EXPENSE SUBSIDIARY RR 
BENEFIT PROGRAMS 
TFBSRR 
FY1991 
$ BUDGET 
FY1992 
$ REQUEST DESCRIPTION/JUSTIFICATION 
R09 EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE $4,325.03 
• 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL $ 0.00 $4,325.03 
• 
• 
student government 
association 
Student Government Association 
Framingham State College 
D. Justin McCarthy College Center Room 415 
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701 
(508) 626-4607 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
1991-92 CLASS & CLUB BUDGETS 
Active Sociologists--------------------------------------------$ 1,035.00 
A.E.Rho--------------------------------------------------------$ 560.60 
ARC------------------------------------------------------------$ 1,000.00 
Bacchus--------------------------------------------------------$ 1,950.00 
Child Care Center----------------------------------------------$ 5,000.00 
Christian Fellowship-------------------------------------------$ 450.00 
Culture In Effect----------------------------------------------$ 5,400.00 
Dial-----------------------------------------------------------$25,600.00 
Economic/Business Club-----------------------------------------$ 540.00 
Film Society---------------------------------------------------$ 2,680.00 
F.S.C. Community Outreach--------------------------------------$ 500.00 
Gatepost-------------------------------------------------------$21,920.00 
Geographical Association---------------------------------------$ 400.00 
Graphic Club---------------------------------------------------$ 575.00 
Hillel---------------------------------------------------------$ 230.00 
Hilltop Players------------------------------------------------$ 8,050.00 
History Club---------------------------------------------------$ 338.00 
International Awareness----------------------------------------$ 950.00 
Mathematics----------------------------------------------------$ 464.00 
Onyx-----------------------------------------------------------$ 2,990.00 
F.s.c. Outing Club---------------------------------------------$ 382.00 
Philosophy Club------------------------------------------------$ 225.00 
Photography Club-----------------------------------------------$ 368.00 
Politics Club--------------------------------------------------$ 845.00 
Psychology Club------------------------------------------------$ 500.00 
Residence Hall Assoc.------------------------------------------$ 3,300.00 
Rugby Club-----------------------------------------------------$ 2,560.00 
Student Government Association---------------------------------$84,528.00 
s.u.A.B.-------------------------------------------------------$98,431.00 
W.D.J.M.-------------------------------------------------------$15,425.10 
TOTAL:--------------------------------------------------------$287,196.70 
' 
ACTIVE SOCIOLOGISTS ANNUAL bUDGET 
' 1991-1992 
SPEAKERSr------------------------------------$6Jf.OO 
• Receptlonr-----------------------------------$250.00 .· 
.t 
f Soclalr-----~--------------------------------$100.00 
l' 
··-f. ... 
Publlcltyr--~;-------------------------------$50.00 
~ . 
Grand Totalr 
TUE NATIONAL 
BROADCASTING 
SOCIETY 
Budget __ Proposal 
.. 
! r 
School Year 1991 and 1992 
i' 
Spea~er -----------News~etter Postage 
Videq Tape --------
Social ~----------­
RetrJshments ------
200.00 
160.60 
100.00 
50.00 
so.oo 
~r-------~F..!;_ra~•~u~inghanl Stat~ College  100 Slale Slreel, Frarninghnm. MA 011111 -\'"" 
Division or Oraduttl~ & C<'nllnuln~ bltKttlio'll 
($08) 626·45SO Accus to Excellence 
3/04 
·-. 
• BACCIIUS BUDGET '91-'9~ GRANT PROPOSAL 
Submitted tor SGA 
Fromt ARC Clldults Re·turning to College) 
Contac~ Personr Arnold Good CExt 4550) 
Re: Grant re~uest f~r 1991~92 academic year 
Date: Tuesda~, March 1!, 1.991 
. • 
• i . 
Thl~ request js for grant funds to help meet the operating needs 
of ARC over bhe next' academic year, as well as to make cP.t·talu 
long term pur~hases. Specifically 1\RC needs to replace thf! 
sntlquated WI\NG·word processor it now possf!sses. (The printer 1111<1 
monitor do not~bave to be replaced.) Also needed Js a computer 
table. t· 
~~~_gi!.U.l 
"h.. Printing teeme.sterly ~ s tterJ., .••.•• · •...•....•••. JOO:,.ClO 2."'-$ eaker stJpend (o~ll! outelde eaker per eemester) .••• J~o.oo 
3. Re eshments CAR open housee, ceptJone, etc.) •••.• oo.oo 
4. Colnp er 1~286" purchased through ollegel....... • .. 915.00 
5, Comput tab · .••••. 200.00 
6. Miec ••• ,., •• , •••• ,, •••••••• ,, ••••• , .••••.•. , •.••• , ••.• 100.00 
tOtAL REQUEST.. .~ . 
0 ~ I; 00£1· oo ~~ ~;u~ : 1/B/CJ I 
• 
Or1entallon Pamphlets 
Social 
PubUclly 
Speakers 
.I . 
Mockl~lls 
.• 
Dance) 
Safe Ba~ak Package. 
NaUon~l~ Collegiate Alcohol 
Awarene"f Week Package 
$250.00 
$100.00 
$1oo.oo 
. $660.00 
$100.00 
$460.00 
$200.00 
$200.00 
/TQTA!.t---...__ 
( $1950.001 
'·~- -.. / 
f!L<fil~,t~ 
~~ !/!alb ~4r6, 
~..e,_O/TtJI 
FEBRUARY 27, 1991 
f 
TO STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATIO~ St"Jec:-t!;:el:-s: ........................................................................... :l;:?;:::(i~,;~ •. 1 
8 Speaker-s, 4 pe~~ Seme!::.tt:·?'r·, fu ~i-40 ec:o.ch 
(average one pe,· h•Ontl·a) 
(specific Epoakers to bE decided) Th• Fr•mlnQh•~ Stah Colh9• Chltd c.,... C•nhr, tocah·d at 120 Ht'Mt'ftNav Hall~ has op•rahd sine• St'phmbf'r 1981. It Is op•n 
freom Sal~ am f4t .. 5 ""'• follcwlng th• acad•mlc cal•nda.r. Our 
90al of providing hl9h ~;~ual I tY on-• I h child car• has bt'f'n 
r•ach•d In l•rq• part du• to thf' stronq suppOf't of par•nts, th• 
Presld•nt of th• coll•o• and thf' Stud•nt Goverftlftt'nl · 
l'iateri .. ""i.ls:. ;· ................... ,, ...................................................... ..:, 8 (,~:<)(• 
AssoclatiOft. 
W• prf'Sf'nffy D"rovfdf' lhtdbh hours of c•r• lor 27 fM~JIJ•st 
wtud•nt oar•nts as th•v athnd eta•••• as Wf'll as staff. 
f•cut ty and •'""'"'· Stud•nts In art, J!'Srcholo<QY·, •ducat ton. 
hr• •conontlcs and work •tudy paf"tfclpat• at th• c•nhr doln9 
cours• work. fff'ld study, obs•rVatlon• and for prof•sslon•t 
~th. Atoor-oxhnatf'IY 20-23 stud•nts hav• ace••• to our staff 
an)t facllltlt's, totalln9 tltOf'• than 100 hours ~tr w••k of 
l'loit-o•rtnt stud•nt lttvotve«ttnte Stud.,nt partnts rtctlv• 
tKf!tlltnt child cart, ace••• to our Child Otv•loOffttnt 
inc\udes subscriptions and bool~s tor the Ct1 ~istiar\ 
R~~ourcm Area (cpan in Chap!ains• 01fic~) 
Collage Soc1alE~ .. ' 
.. ~ ';ti -~,_ - i 
2 Soci t..~ls, 
Con~vl tant and ••ptrlfnc•d Early Childhood oroftsslonals tnaktnQ 
thtlr tl•• at F'rU~Inqha... Stah as btn•flcfal as poaslblt • ._ 
etudtnt41 a.e w•l I a4. •• o•rttnte' 
For tht third Yt&r In a row, Wt ar• not rtqutatln9 an lncr•••., 
ov•r last Y•ar's Vf"&l'lt of *'•000 from SOA. Wto •r• athm~tln9 
to cut our C()9-ls, and r•fraln frcom ralslnq tuition for stud•nt 
Dt.rtftts as WtiL This )'tar wt will bt lnW.lftutl!'9 a slfdln9 
scalt fOr stvd•ntt: wtlh lncom•• b•1ow t..co.ooo and a 4X lncr•••• 
fOf' thost abc;,v• this l•vtl. Onct avaln lh• Prfsldtnt will b• 
contrlbutln9 ZOX of our bvd9•l• 
t-It contlnu• to support stud.,nt asslshnt hachtrs •• Wotfl •• 
orovldlnQ a loc•tlon for fltld study and wupn•vlwlon •nd 
tralnln9. Wt,ar• also avallab1• to anv studotnt fOf' oll.ctm•nt 
or advlct'. Atl of tht furtdt- r•qu•shd trtabl• us to corttlnut \('0 
•ur~Ot"f th• hl9h quality ol lht Chltd Cn·t Ct'nhr. w., art 
te-prfcfatlv• O'f your suopor-l and truw.t that our e-r•••nct 
•nhanc•• lh• t'ducatlon of at t at FrMtlnQh.,.. Stah ColhQ•• 
.-
~~· 4/&f91 
'1%- -6-6(J). ()0 
I 
Culture in Effect 
Budget for 1991-1992 
Barbara Holland, Wayne Williams-Advisors 
Alina McClerklin-President 
Frank P. Lannond-Treasurer 
~ 
~ 
-r 
Name or Club/Organlzallon: 
Ad•lsor: Etincxe Fagone 
Conlact People: Lisa Pondelli 
Elinore Fasone 
1990·91 • Budget 
I 
Brukdol'n: 
1991 Year book . ., •... ,. . .,$15300.00 
i:::;:.~··'····::::.:::::::::····-······~  
Media Cbarges.,._, ____ ,., . .,.JOO.OO 
Postace .... .,., ....•• _. _____ , .. ., ... 650.00 
Senior Week .. ., •.. .,--.,·-·-···200.00 
~t'L(q;w;.;·-·-·-·-···•~:~o 
~;Vo ~Yearbook: 
A> ContnctPayment., .• .,.,.4400.00 
B,> Extras 8t Com:ctions.,.,IOOO.OO 
C> Shippinc.---·---··--..2500,00 
·:. ::~c,.f> 
; ' ~(t;-fra;u/; )t~li 
Dial Y carbook 
Foster Hall 
CCRm406 
626-4917 
626-461S 
1991-91 Budge I 
Breakdown: 
Yearbook ....•. .,.,.,.,., ....•• .$15300.00 
:~r.::~:::::·:.::::::::::::.=: 
McdiaCharges.,.-·----·--.300.00 
OffoceSupplies., •. -·-··----250.00 
SeniorWcclt ..• ., .. ., . .,,., . ., •. .,, .. 200.00 
~"'····---·---·--1000.00 lf.W ,:;<',CC 1991 earbook: 
A>ConlraetPayment.,., .. .,4400.00 
B.> Extras 8t Com:ctions I 000.00 
C>Shipping.._, _____ . __ ..zsoo.oo 
ECCI«l--ICS/BUS~NESS CUJD 
~t l~Hl-1992 !SChool year 
i 
Speakers., ••••.••••• ~ ••••• • ••• 190.1 
Pronot.lons ••••••••••••••••••.• 50-~ 
Socials •.••••••••••••••••••••• too.J 
1'ot.al. .................... a 
~sa,;;]; ·' 0t/ir 
I 
• 
Jdget for 1991-1992: 85 members 
nount: $5,400.00 
;j )Stage/Printshop $100.00 
)eakers $300.00 
rientation $200.00 l ack History Month $4,SOO.OO 
tshion Show $300,00 : ~· 
,..,,,, .. ,.l '-• 
>tal $5,400.00 
FROH: The Film zociety 
TO: 
D~TE: 
RE: 
student Government Association (SGA) 
~~~~~~ Proposal ~~ 1N{q / 
The Filla Society 
Proposed Budget for 1?91-1992 
Film$ (4)··------------· -$ Z530.00 
Advertising---------------------------------- -1 50 · 00 
Due to Chan~e!'; in conrracts the Yearbook cost which is presently 
$15300.00, could potentially increase again $1000,00. 
1::~© ©@!IIlliMIIWifflum1 @I!DlMI~©IHI ©1!.1!»® 
®IWOO~'if 1J®®Qo®~ 
Publicity 
Reception 
SOCIAL 
-r · --_-, q + · 3/'i~jq I ~.z~Q,JU), __ C 
$ 350.00 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
'1:1· (){I $~
Total 
/$~1t~ 
~/ 
The Gatepost ~udget proposal lor Academic Year 
tall '91 ·spring '92 
Qty. pages co•llper 
2 12 @$325. 
11 16 @$420. 
12 20 @$490. 
25 issues w/color lronVmiddle @$60. 
13 photos for 25 issues @$6.00 
Total printing cost lor academic year "91-'92 
Compuler supplies 
Photo supplies 
Ollice supplies 
Telephone expense 
Administralive Assistant . j}t~2~{.Ji·IU(i;_ '-/(~c/Yf 
Total budget request lor 1991-92 
Total cost 
$650. 
$4,620. 
$5,680. 
$1,500. 
$1,950 
$14,600 
$500. 
$650 
$850. 
$800 
$4,320. 
(;;;., 
~,-' 
Total·----------------------------------------~~~ J 
• 
.. 
®§:001i«£1PGlJ0©£11. £~®@©0£ 1fii@OO 
@\ll)@®~ 1J®@i)o@;;)l 
Speakers 
Publicity 
Reception 
$ 
,;l='<'·C<' 
.aee:oo 
$ 50.00 
$ 50.00 
·~1.(l0 I SOCIAL $ ·100:00 
~~/nJ-IL 3f~6/9{ .Total. : 
~) 
GRAPHICS CLUB 
BUDGET 1991-1992 
ftr 55ed 5c 11 ·, 'I~ 3 _q l 
. -~.*0· ()c) 
SI!PPLIES .•••••••••••••••• $315-
~aco.oo 
SPEAKERS •••••••••••••••• $225 
0'-'J.J.(x/;;1- J?.OO 
AEWERTISa:MENTS ••• $39-
TOTAL. •••••••••••••••••••••• $63~ 
~· 
The preceding budget is a conservative 
estimate of club needs and activities for 
this coming semester and next. 
Thank~ ~earson '-
Graphics Club President 
Hdlel Club 
l'i'll • 1r1'i .-:J 
Pvbl•c•tj 
Scocd3 
.v 30. (.(:, 
-~ rcc.LC 
j 1(..(•. (·(\ J?el ··e.:slli\Jenb ( 5pec,t<e•'3) 
rd{d 
• 
~ 
S'-N-1) 
I I 
HH!t.op Players 1990/91 apr-oved l3t.IXiET 
Staff ................................. $3000.00 
director $1000. 
nJSlc directoc $1100. 
or:dlest.ra $ 500. 
cfloreoqrap,er $ 400. 
Security ............................... $ 230.00 
Pl.lbllcltyf Progr-......... ~ .......... $ 600.00 
eost-..tllak~) ..................... s aoo.oo 
Lighting/Tech .... ~ .................... $1000.00 
Props ................................. $ 420.00 
s.u .................................. $1000.00 
Scrlpts(Royaltlea ..................... S 700.00 
Plano Hovers .......................... $ 300.00 
• 'l'otal $8050.00 
r 
1991192 Budget 1'<"1"""'1 
Pc1.S5ed SfV1a--t~ 4-tJ-!1-Cfi 
staff ................................. $3000.00 
Security .............................. $ 230.00 
Pl.lbllcity!Progr-.................... $ 600.00 
Costures(Hake-tlp ...................... S 700.00 
Llghtinq!Tech ......................... $1600.00 
Prop6 .................................. $ 300.00 
Sets .................................. $ 700.00 
Scrlpts(Royaltiea ..................... $ 700.00 
Piano Hovers •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 300.00 
Total 
THE HISTORY CLUB 
1991-1992 
Speakers: •••••••••••••• , •••• , ••••••••••••••.•....• $200.00 
2 Speakere f $100.00 each 
Reception: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. $80.00 
All College Social(sl t •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $40.00 
1 Social. Fall •ear.e•ter 
Publicityr ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• $18.00 
Tltal1 •••• , ••• , , ••••• , •••• , • , , ••• , , , •••••• t·~~·;:~:-;-~\ 
( ,'----_ ' 
? i c-- .• '1··Cf-<;';· _._./ 
J"., [..; :;;~_;c·{, _:>CIIt/ 7 <~- l 
tne l'l.tt.t•emaltc:s Club 
.!.991-1992 
• Speakeca: ••••••••••••••••.•••.••...•.••••••...•... $Joo.oo 
3 Speakers at $100.00 each 
Receptlont •....•..•.••...••.......•.••.. 
. . $ 90.00 
3 Speakers • $30.00 each 
All College Socialr .•.•••••..••.......•.•..•.••... $ SO.OO 
I Socl1t 
~~.: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• $ 24.00 
l t1alUn9 
!2ll!• ........................................ E= ··-. 
i f K$5c J >e'iUt tc:_ _s -). ~· -C.( f -
PATE: lfuch 6, 1991 
tO: Lynn Valcourt. Shawn Brovn 
Student Co•ern•ent Aseoctation 
, FROH: Joe "urphy 
Onr• l!:ditor-tn-Chie.£ 
RE: Onrx BudRet 
J • 
fClntinJ; ••• \·················· $2,810.00 
St•tis~:~~~e··· ••••••••••••.• 
~~l!"JSTThn •••••••••• 
100.00 
80.00 
Rcf~ma~~--------------~~~~-
---.. 
!O!AL: ~) 
If rou ha•e anr questlona, phase contact :;~e at B2Q-llqR6. 
'/-I c -· "f I 
F.s.c. Outing Club's 1991-92 Budget Proposal 
::e •!: ~:~~::!~Y planning l trips for the upco.tn9 .year. They 
::~~;:: in Veraont ................. ,. ...................... $ 182 _0 
ea..ptn9 • i.~ '"i.~k~;;~~ · st~t; · j.~;k · ic~~ · e:;,.;; .... • .......... s 1oo.o 
Total for 1991-92 Year ··••••••••••••• ....J.OO.O 
f'.a .cc- •• l ............................. s 382.0 
..-·?<Cv"'f _:;.,.,.,.z,.LTc.. '(-{~ -ljj 
Ullifii'§lruiffl&l1fll@l/i.l/,!.\1!. ~\\'W£1RJ!§Ii1Jl§~ ©l!.l!!J® 
®ll!J@®l§1i' ~®®HJ~ 
Speakers $ 
~aHO 
fOOO.OO 
Publlclly $ ...... ?1.1-()(J r5:00 1.,.. .... ,_ ........ ,. 
Reception $ ~ 
fc{ S.>c·d Se_,;c ie. :; ·;((,. <i I 0:.~:..-t::t..;U Ut-"tAKt.H •••••• SJlXl.Vll 
........ .......... ~'}-"·' 
H:.t:LF lllltl. • • • • •• •• • •···· 
.., .. , .. ~, .. ! ....... -c: ....... 5···" ~(--~~·(0,·" · .. ).). l 
V n~ .... >Ct ,_ s.c-·_,;{>"·' -
JIIE PUOTOGRAI'IIY n.t!B 
1221- 1992 
Annual Budget 
•aker ....................................................................................................... $100.00 
!mlcal.. .................................................................................................... $80.00 
u• f"'W11tGtNt SFATE RU:2l't CLUB...,* 
·~Bud9et 1991-1992"'* 
I!Udqet based on 10 hoone --
II Pollee $880.00 
21 E. H. T. $880.00 
Jl Peferees $)00.00 
41 Union DUes $500.00 
oer .............. ; ............................................................................................. $78.00 
EV 
• H.B.All necessary RUgby equll""'nt should be purchased through tho 
SGA equipment line !teo. 
m ...•••.....•...• : •••........•.....•.••.....•..•....•..••.......................•.•............. , ........•... t.u.D..!Hl STUDENT GOVERNMENT A
SSOCIATION 
ANNUAL 1991·92 BUDGET 
'.11.. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2&8:0~-"bf cc 
f'<'~?Sec! Sena-te.. '1-~>-"(j ---
AOMINISTRA liVE ASSIST ANT 
llENE1IOI.AI-« 
.tao,3J~·OO 
~ 
POLITICS CLUB BUDGET 91-92 
SPEAKERS 
HARVARO,U.N. REGISTRATION 
PUBllcrrJ. 
$500.00 
$200.00 
$45.00 
$50.00 
WELCOME BACK SOCIAl $50.00 
----~ 
ANNUALTOTA~ 
fPLs~{ 5t<nc..tc t(-).-<{} 
Paychplosy CJub BUdset for 1991-1092 
Eall §J>tli!& 
Publleattoa • 40.0 • 40.00 
Spealtar• • 120.00 • 120.00 
Holt~y Social lll:xxxxxx 
Alu-.i. Socl•l kXXXXlUC • 100.00 
PraK)tton• • 40.00 • 40.00 
Sub-total i200.00- s300.00 
P lfsid.J.rrl - f)Jma.il 9f /7~-(_ 
f (£~?;,<" cl "::>eruL-f~- Lt-)._- Lf / 
................... ··············· ......... . 
1l 
llaa~ienca Hall Aaaoc:ietiun rroP<.tsed 8ud9el 
Flacal Year U'H _ l'J'J 2 
Tl•e lteaidance llall Aaaoclatioh (RIIAJ reqttest. $:3,300.00 fur the 
'''l• •19'2 bud'.let. SOIIIIa of tlta evante that we have •u:fulduted ace: 
S•coudt Atmual Gat~~~a Show Weak ( $ 150 ), C0111edy tli9ht ($:!50), Baud 
t:acond Anuual Cookout aud Tuv of W•r ($150), One DJ 
tJace fOr each •••••tu- u 400 1 Thi 
Hlvht (uoo). 
• rd 1\nuual llall Ca1ulvat ($tOO) 
!:poth Event USa). l'ubllclty UtOo). The Second Annual batdua • 
Wtt•k•ttd ($1800). &a.• of theae events "• IM~va 
lEGAL 
RAM 
TRAVEl & ~RENCE 
GENERAl • 
lEADERSHIP WEEJ<ENO 
E<lUII'MENT 
BlACK HISTORY MONTH 
GRANTS -~~la~id{~· 
$1,000.00 
$500.00 
$6,500.00 
$15,000.00 
$22,700.00 
$2,000.00 
5.000.00 
$2,500.00 
/) \ . 
1~£~ AN';IJ.IAL TOTAl·~==:::.._.--
: <.//3, 3/q I 
SUAB BUDGET 1991-92 
COMMITTEES: 
Arts & Lectures 
Concerts 
Daytime 
Films 
Five & Dime 
_Social 
~Travel & Rec. 
•Total 
THEME PROGRAMS: 
Welcome Back Week 
Homecoming 
Black History Month 
Spring Sandbox 
Total 
SUPPLIES 
HEWS QEPARJMENt • 
A~toclaled ,,.,. 52 olreett at Uoe. 15/wll 
lotion Gl<>be U .,...ekt at SJ. 10/wl< 
lotion Ph.enlx &2 olrHkt af li.SO/wl< 
• Compute,; SuPPftet 
oPERAtiNG 
Phone 12 monlhl at 175.00/monlh 
P1lnllng ServiceS 
Otnce Suppnes/l.abels 
~omng ond fAX Expenses 
~ill 
::Tee-shfrfs 
!Bumper Stlckert 
P11nl1nQ 
uQGRAMMfNG 
ii8S YeOtly Membenhlp 
~Coftege Music Journal 
le1lln Independence Oayl 
toe1c.poot 
Records and Compact Olsct 
ASCAP licensing 
ENGINEERING 
Chtef t"nglneef Scrtmy 
Cmftkfge1 S/veat ot tAs.oo eoch 
.Stylus 12/yea<af !16.00eoch 
. Heodphon~, 1./yem ot ~~-~ 
ruum 
$4,160.00 
$225.00 
$192.00 
$360.00 
$13.688 
$18.643 
$ 4241 
$ 5.125 
s 9.095 
$ 8.050 
$ 5.707 
s 4,00) 
$15.000 
$ 3.300 
S 7JX1J 
$64,549 
$29,300 
$ 2,064 
$ 2,518 
• 
• 
-- ------------
C ~ Framingham State College ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S~~~~~Str~t,Frnri~~m,MAODffi~IDl 
.ess to Excellence Office of the Vice President Student Services (508) 626-4635 
May 14, 1991 
TO: 
FROM: 
Personnel & Payr~L 
Wendy L. Noyes 
V!ce President, Student Se~ 
The purpose of this correspondence is to inform you 
that the part-time hourly secretarial position in Student 
Government, under the Student Activities payroll, will be 
changing to a Grade 13, full-time, 10 month position 
(September 3, 1991 through June 26, 1992) as of September 3, 
1991. 
In addition to me, this change has been approve~ by 
Larry Mosher and President Weller. 
• WLNjcap 
• PIONEERS IN EDUCATION 
.. 
• 
I. CLERK SERIES: 
Clerk I 
Clerk II 
Clerk III 
Clerk IV 
Clerk V 
Clerk VI 
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AllHNISTRATION 
CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATION 
&~~~®W~~ 
roec31GJ1 
0-c t"'' .. '':/) .. 7 t .) 1. I J• 
II. SUMMARY OF SERIES: 
Incumbents of positions in this series maintain files and records; ans
wer 
telephones; prepare and mail outgoing correspondence or parcels; prepa
re 
correspondence, forme, files, and reports for processing, storage, or 
forwarding; answer inquiries; operate standard office machines and equ
ipment; 
and Jl&- :on:. related work as r9qt.'..ired. 
The basic purpose of this work is to provide clerical support for an a
ssigned 
unit or agency. 
III. ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS: 
Clerk I is the entry-level clerical job in this series. 
Clerk II is the second-level clerical job in this series. 
Clerk III is the third-level clerical job in this series or, based on 
assignment, may be the first-level supervisory job in this series. 
Clerk IV is the first-level supervisory job in this series or~ based on 
assignment, may be the second-level supervisory job in this series. 
Clerk V is the second-level supervisory job in this series or, based on 
assignment~ may be the third-level supervisory job in this series. 
Clerk VI is the third-level supervisory job in this series or; based on 
assignment; may be the fourth-level supervisory job in this series. 
IV. EXAMPLES OF DUTIES COM1~0N TO ALL LEVElS IN SERIES: 
1. Files material such as correspondence, reports, applications, claim
 
record cards, etc. in accordance with a prescribed classification syste
m. 
2. Answers telephone calls and provides routine information concernin
g 
agency services according to established procedures. 
3· Prepares standardized forms such as routing slips, receipts, etc. according
 
to detailed procedures. 
4· Receives and distributes incoming mail; memoranda, packages, etc. 
to 
appropriate individuals within the assigned unit. 
• 
' 
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v. 
5. Retrieves records from files such as correspondence, applications, 
claim record cards, etc • 
• 6. Locates and withdraws information from records by using electronic data 
display terminals, searching files; etc. in order to respond to inquiries 
or requests by supervisor. 
7. Posts information to logs or records according to prescribed procedures. 
a. Operates standard office machines and equipment requiring brief 
orientation for use such as photocopiers, mimeographs, ot~er copying 
machines, file retrieval equipment, central console telephone systems, 
postage meters; microfilm or microfiche viewers or processors, 
calculators, adding machines; public address systems, paging devices, 
2-way radios, binders, hand collators, perforators, folders, shredders, 
or similar equipment. 
g. Reviews forms, lists, documents, correspondence and/or applications for 
accuracy and ~~mpleteness. 
Based on assignment, incumbents of positions at this level or higher may also: 
1. Perform typing functions in which speed is not essential, such as 
typing forms; routine correspondence, envelopes, labels, index 
cards, etc. 
DIFFERENCES BET\fEEN LEWIS IN SERIES: 
Clerk ll: 
Incumbents of positions at this level or higher also: 
1. Maintain records according to established procedures in order to ensure 
accurate and complete information. 
2. Answer inquiries relative to laws, rules, regulations, policies and 
procedures governing agency services. 
3. Make calculations according to prescribed formulae for the purpose of 
processing documents such as invoices, payments, tax returns, etc. 
4. Schedule or arrange for conferences, meetings, intervievs, appointments, 
or similar activities by reserving required facilities, checking the 
availability of parties involved and notifying appropriate individuals 
of dates~ times and locations to ensure the availability of facilities 
and attendance by appropriate individuals. 
5. Prepare requisitions according to standard procedures in order to 
replenish supplies. 
6. Notify appropriate parties, orally and in writing, of information such as 
meetings, conferences, court decisions, trial cancellations, patient 
arrivals and discharges, etc. 
• 
• 
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Based on assignment, incumbents o! positions at this level or h
igher mal 
also: 
1. Issue licenses; registration plates; certificates of title
, permits, or 
identification cards by checking applications for conformance w
ith 
established guidelines, accepting fees~ completing required forms 
and/or operating simple cameras and laminating devices to provi
de 
applicants with official documentation of licensure. 
Clerk III: 
Incumbents of positions at this level or higher may also: 
1. Conduct on-the-job training of assigned employees concerning routine 
clerical procedures, agency policies, etc. 
2. Compile statistical information to be included in reports o
f agency 
activities. 
3. Proofread typed materia: fot' grammatical, punctustion and spe
l!~ ·;;.; .:~_:>rs 
and for proper format~ accuracy and completeness. 
4. Compose correspondence for routine letters such as requests
 for 
information; confirmation of meetings, etc. 
5. Operate specialized office machines or equipment requiring training b
y 
the manufacturer prior to use. 
Based on assignment; incumbents of positions at this level or h
igher mal 
also: 
1. Perform typing functions requiring the ability to produce 35 mailable
 
words per minute; such as letters and memoranda. 
Clerk IV: 
Incumbents of positions at this level or higher also: 
1. Explain provisions and contents of various documents or prog
rams 
including effective rates, options, eligibility, benefits, etc. 
to 
employees and others. 
2. Interview applicants for clerical positions and make recomm
endations to 
superiors. 
3. Prepare and/or process personnel actions such as pro~otions, 
appointments; demotions, terminations, transfers and leaves of a
bsence 
by recording such actions and completing forms for forwarding fo
r 
approval. 
Clerk V: 
Incumbents of positions at this level or higher also: 
1. Develop, revise and, with approval of supervisor, carry out 
work proce-
dures~ in cooperation with other units of the department to ensure the 
efficient and effective nov of work. 
• 
' 
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Clerk VI: 
Incumbents of positions at this level also: 
1. Plan and organize the work of clerical staff by developing and 
revising work procedures, recommending changes to clerical policy and 
procedures to supervisors and coordinating unit activities with other 
units of the department. 
2. Develop training programs for new employees regarding assigned activi-
ties. 
VI. RELATIONSHIPS WIIH OTHERS: 
Major work contacts are with co-yorkers or with persons using agency services 
or requesting information. 
VI!. SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 
Clerk I: 
Incumbents of positions at this level receive close supervision from clerks 
or other employees of higher grade who provide detailed instructions on all 
work activities and review performance through inspection for accuracy, 
completeness, neatness anp compliance with instructions. 
Clerk II: 
Incumbents of positions at this level receive direct supervision from clerks 
or other employees of higher grade who provide instructions on work assignments 
and review performance through inspection and verbal reports for accuracy, 
completeness~ neatness and compliance with instructions. 
Clerk III: 
Incumbents of positions at this level receive direct supervision from clerks 
or other employees of higher grade who provide instructions on procedures as 
required and review performance through conferences and reports for accuracy, 
completeness~ neatness and compliance with standard procedures. 
Clerk IV: 
Incumbents of positions at this level receive general supervision from clerks 
or other employees of higher grade who provide procedural guidance and review 
performance through conferences and reports for effectiveness, accuracy and 
compliance with standard procedures. 
Clerk V: 
Incumbents of positions at this level receive general supervision from 
administrative or other employees of higher grade who provide guidance on 
policies and procedures and review performance through conferences and 
reports for effectiveness, accuracy and compliance with agency policies and 
procedures. 
• 
• 
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Clerk VI: 
Incumbents of positions at this level receive general supervision from 
administrative or other employees of higher grade who provide guidance on 
policies and review performance through conferences and reports for effec-
tiveness and compliance with agency policy and procedures. 
VIII. SUPERVISION EXERCISED: 
Clerk I: 
None. 
Clerk II: 
None. 
Clerk 11!: 
Incumbents of positions at this level may exercise direct supervision (i.e. 
not through an intermediate level supervisor) over, assign work to and 
review the performance of 1-5 clerical personnel • 
Clerk IV: 
Incumbents of positions at this level exercise direct supervision (i.e. not 
through an intermediate level supervisor) over, assign work to and review 
the performance of 1-5 clerical personnel and may exercise indirect 
supervision (i.e. through an intermediate level supervisor) over 6-15 
clerical personnel. 
Clerk V: 
Incumbents of positions at this level exercise direct superv1s1on (i.e. not 
through an intermediate level supervisor) over, assign work to and review 
the performance of 6-15 clerical personnel and exercise indirect supervision 
(i.e. through an intermediate level supervisor) over 6-25 personnel. 
Clerk VI: 
Incumbents of positions at this level exercise direct supervision (i.e. not 
through an intermediate level supervisor) over~ assign work to and review the 
performance of 6-25 clerical personnel and exercise indirect supervision 
(i.e. through an intermediate level supervisor) over 6-25 personnel. 
IX. WORKING CONDITIONS: 
Incumbents of positions in this series work in a typical office environ-
ment with no unusual working conditions; based on assignment, incumbents 
may work in offices at hospitals, prisons; or other institutions. 
• 
• 
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I. QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED AT HIRE FOR ALL LEVELS IN SERIES: 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5· 
6. 
7· 
a. 
g. 
1 o . 
11. 
Knowledge of the English language including spelling, word meaning and 
word usage. 
Ability to understand and apply the lavs; rules, policies and procedures 
governing assigned unit activities. 
Ability to read, write, and comprehend the English language. 
Ability to use proper grammar, punctuation and spelling. 
Ability to follow written and oral instructions. 
Ability to assemble items of information in accordance with established 
procedures. 
-r to work accurately vith names, numbers; codes and/or symbols. 
Ability to file material in accordance vith standard filing procedures. 
Ability to maintain accurate recorda. 
Ability to communicate effectively in oral expression. 
Ability to establish and maintain harmonious working relationships with 
others. 
12. Ability to deal tactfully with others. 
Based on assignment, the following additional qualification may be 
required at hire for Clerk I positions: 
13. Ability to operate a typewriter. 
Additional qualifications required at hire for Clerk II and higher positions: 
1. Knowledge of the types and applications of standard office filing 
systems. 
2. Knowledge of clerical office practices and procedures including office 
record keeping, office correspondence control; the types and uses of 
office equipment and supplies and business letter preparation. 
Skill in operating general office machines and equipment such as 
photocopiers; mimeographs, other copying machines, file retrieval 
equipment~ console (centrex) telephone systems, postage meters, 
microfilm or microfiche viewers or processors, calculators, other adding 
machines; public address systems, paging devices, 2-way radios, binders, 
band collators, perforators; folders, electric staplers, shredders, or 
similar equipment. 
4· Ability to explain the laws, rules, policies and procedures governing 
assigned unit activities. 
• 
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Ability to perform arithmetical computations with speed and accuracy 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication and division). 
Based on assignment, the following additional qualifications may be required 
at hire for Clerk II and higher positions: 
1. Ability to operate specialized office machines or equipment such as 
electronic data display terminals. 
Additional qualifications required at hire for Clerk III and higher Eositions: 
1. Ability to give written and oral instructions in a precise, understandable 
manner. 
2. Ability to determine the proper format and procedure for assembling items 
of information. 
Based on assignment, the following additional qualifications may be required 
at hire for Clerk_ III -~si tiona: 
Ability to supervise, including planning and assigning vork according to 
the nature of the job to be accomplished, the capabilities of subordinates 
and available resources; controlling work through periodic reviews and/or 
evaluations; determining subordinates' training needs and providing or 
arranging for such training; motivating subordinates to work effectively; 
determining the need for disciplinary action and either recommending or 
initiating disciplinary action. 
2. Ability to type 35 mailable words per minute. 
Additional qualifications required at hire for Clerk IV and hi~her posi-
tions: 
1. Ability to supervise, including planning and assigning 110rk according to 
the nature of the job to be accomplished, the capabilities of subordinates 
and available resources; controlling work through periodic reviews and/or 
evaluations; determining subordinates' training needs and providing or 
arranging for such training; motivating subordinates to vork effectively; 
determining the need for disciplinary action and either recommending or 
initiating disciplinary action. 
2. Ability to communicate effectively in written expression. 
3. Ability to exercise sound judgment. 
Bgsed on assignment, the following additional qualification may be required 
at hire for Clerk IV positions: 
1. Knowledge of the principles, practices and techniques of supervision. 
2. Ability to type 40 mailable words per minute. 
Additional qualifications required at hire for Clerk V positions: 
1. Ability to coordinate the efforts of others in accomplishing assigned work 
objectives. 
• 
~-
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xr. 
2. Knowledge of the principles, practices and techniques of supervision • 
QUALIFICATIONS ACQUIRED ON JOB AT ALL LEVELS IN SERIES: 
1. Knowledge of the laws, rules, policies and procedures governing assigned 
unit activities. 
2. Knowledge of the types and uses of agency for:ns. 
3· Knowledge of the proper telephone procedures for making and receiving 
agency calls. 
Additional qualifications acquired on job in Clerk I positions: 
1. Knowledge of the types and applications of standard office filing systems. 
2. Knowledge of clerical office practices and procedures including office 
record keeping, office correspondence control, the types and uses of 
office equipment and supplies and business letter preparation. 
3. Skill in operating gener~:~...o. .~.d'ice :.achines and equipment such as 
photocopiers~ mimeographs~ other copying machines, file retrieval 
equipment, central console telephone systems, postage meters, microfilm 
or microfiche viewers or processors, calculators, adding machines, public 
address systems~ paging devices, 2-vay radios, binders, hand collators, 
perforators, folders~ electric staplers, shredders, or similar equipment. 
Based on assignment, the following additional qualification may be 
acquired on job in Clerk III positions: 
1. Knowledge of the principles, practices and techniques of supervision. 
Based on assi~nment, the following additional qualification may be 
acquired on job in Clerk IV posi tiona: 
1. Knowledge of the principles~ practices and techniques of supervision. 
III. MINIMUM ENTRANCE REQUIREMEXTS: 
Clerk I: 
None. 
Clerk II: 
Applicants must have at least (A) one year of full-time, or equivalent 
part-time; experience in office work, or (B) any equivalent combination of the 
required experience and the substitutions below. 
Substitutions: 
I. A diploma as evidence of graduation from the commercial or business 
course of a recognized high school or vocational/technical high school 
may be substituted for the required experience.• 
• 
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II. A diploma as evidence of graduation from a course other than the
 
commercial or business course of a recognized high school or vocational/
 
technical high school or possession of a Massachusetts high school 
equivalency certificate may be substituted for a maximum of eight months
 
of the required experience.* 
III. A diploma for completion of a program in a recognized non-degree g
ranting 
business or secretarial school above the high school level may be 
substituted for the required experience.* 
IV. An Associate's or higher degree may be substituted for the require
d 
experience.* 
*Education toward such a degree or diploma will be prorated on the 
basis of the proportion of the requirements actually comPleted. 
Clerk III: 
.\ppl.".~ .~h~ must have at least (A) two ~..... • of f\·11-time, or equivalent 
part-time, experience in office work, or (B) any equivalent combination of the 
required experience and the substitutions below. 
Substitutions: 
I. A diploma as evidence of graduation from the cornerical or busines
s 
course of a recognized high school or vocational/technical high school 
may be substituted for a maximum of one year of the required experience .
• 
II. A diploma as evidence of graduation from a course other than the 
commercial or business course of a recognized high school or vocational/
 
technical high school or possession of a Massachusetts high school 
equivalency certificate may be substituted for a maxim'W!l of eight months 
of the required experience.* 
III. A diploma for completion of a one-year; full-time, or equivalent 
part-time; program in a recognized, non-degree granting business or 
secretarial school above the high school level may be substituted for a 
maximum of one year of the required experience.* 
IV. A diploma for completion of a two-year; full-time, or equivalent 
part-time; program in a recognized non-degree granting business or 
secretarial school above the high school level may be substituted for the
 
required experience.* 
*Education toward such a degree or diploma will be prorated on the 
basis of the proportion of the requirements actually completed. 
Clerk IV: 
Applicants must have at least (A) three years of full-time, or equivalent 
part-time; experience in office work, or (B) any equivalent combination of the 
required experience and the substitutions below. 
• 
Clerk Series -10-
Substitutions: 
I. A diploma as evidence of graduation from the commercial or business 
course of a recognized high school or vocational/technical high school 
may be substituted for a maximu:n of one year of the required experience.* 
II. A diploma as evidence of graduation from a course other than the 
commercial or business course of a recognized high school or vocational/ 
technical high school or possession of a Massachusetts high school 
equivalency certificate may be substituted for a maximum of 
eight months of the required experience.* 
III. A diploma for completion of a one-year~ full-time, or equivalent part-time, 
program in a recognized, non-degree granting business or secretarial 
school above the high school level may be substituted for a maximum of 
one year of the required experience.* 
IV. A diploma fot" completion of a tvo-year~ fu,, __ ~ .. "'"~ or equivalent 
part-time, program in a recognized, non-degree granti~ business or 
secretarial school above the high school level may be substituted for a 
maximum of tvo years of the required experience.* 
*Education toward such a degree or diploma vill be prorated on the 
basis of the proportion of the requirements actually completed. 
:OOTE: Educational substitutions vill only be permitted for a maximum of two 
years of the required experience. 
Clerk V: 
Applicants must have at least (A) four years of full-time, or equivalent 
part-time, experience in office vork~ of vhich (B) at least one year must have 
been in a supervisory or administrative capacity, or (C) any equivalent 
combination of the required experience and the substitutions belov. 
Substitutions: 
I. A diploma as evidence of graduation from the commercial or business 
course of a recognized high school or vocational/technical high school 
may be substituted for a maximum of one year of the required (A) 
experience. • 
II. A diploma as evidence of graduation from a course other than the 
commercial or business course of a recognized high school or 
vocational/technical high school or possession of a Massachusetts high 
school equivalency certificate may be substituted for a maximum of eight 
months of the required (A) experience.• 
III. A diploma for completion of a one-year, full-time; or equivalent 
part-time~ program in a recognized, non-degree granting business or 
secretarial school above the high school level may be substituted for a 
maximum of one year of the required (A) experience.• 
• 
Clerk Series -11-
IV. A diploma for completion of a two-year, full-tiae, or equivalent 
part-time, program in a recognized, non-degree granting business or 
secretarial school above the high school level aay be substituted for a 
maximum of two years of the required (A) experience.* 
*Education toward such a degree or diploma will be prorated on the 
basis of the proportion of the requirements actually completed. 
NOTE: Educational substitutions will only be permitted for a maximum of two 
years of the required (A) experience. No substitutions will be permitted 
for the required (B) experience. 
Clerk VI: 
Applicants must have at least (A) five years of full-time, or equivalent 
part-time, experience in office work, of which (B) at least two years must have 
been in a supervisory or administrative capacity, or (C) any equivalent 
combination of the required experience and the substitutions below. 
Substitutions: 
I. 
II. 
A diploma as evidence of graduation from the commercial or business 
course of a recognized high school or vocational/technical high school 
may be substituted for a maximum of one year of the required (A) 
experience.* 
A diploma as evidence of graduation from a course other than the 
commercial or business course of a recognized high school or vocational/ 
technical high school or possession of a Massachusetts high school 
equivalency certificate may be substituted for a maximum of eight months 
of the required (A) experience. • 
III. A diploma for completion of a one-year, full-tiae, or equivalent 
part- time, program in a recognized~ non-degree granting business or 
secretarial school above the high school level •ay be substituted for a 
maximum of one year of the required (A) experience. • 
IV. A diploma for completion of a two-year~ full-tuae; or equivalent 
part-time~ program in a recogniHd, non-degree granting business or 
secretarial school above the high school level aay be substituted for a 
maximum of two years of the required (!) experience .• 
*Education toward such a degree or diploma will be prorated on the 
basis of the proportion of the requirements actually completed. 
:OOTE: Educational substitutions will only be permitted for a maximum of two 
years of the required (A) experience. No substitutions will be permitted 
for the required (B) experience. 
XIII. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
None. 
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Framingham State College 
• Access to Excellence 
100 State Street, Framingham, MA 01701-9101 
Office of the President (508) 626-4575 
FAX (508) 626-4592 
• 
• 
'10: 
FRCM: 
Members, Frami.n3ham sta~l~~ Board of Trustees 
Paul F. Weller, Presid~~---
SUBJECI': Honorary Degree Recipient Recomrne.IXiations 
DATE: May 9, 1991 
'!he Honorary Degree conunittee of the College met several times and 
recommended that the following three inti viduals receive Honorary Doctoral 
Degrees at the Framingham state College COmmencement on June 2, 1991: 
Mr. John P. Hamill- Doctor of Humane Letters (L.H.D.) 
President 
Shawmut Bank, NA 
Miss Ermna A. Hunt - Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) 
Frami.n3ham state College Assistant Professor Emerita 
1920 to 1961 
Mr. Charles P. Sposato - Doctor of Humane Letters (L.H.D.) 
Framingham South High School, English Department 
Finalist for the NASA Teacher In Space Program 
Recipient of the 1990-91 Massachusetts Teacher of the Year Award 
Recipient of the 1990 Metrowest Man of the Year Award 
I concur with these reconnnendations and reconunend them to the Trustees for 
approval. Each carrlidate will enrich the graduation ceremony, the graduates 
and their families and frierrls, and the entire College. 
PFW:anrl 
PIONEERS IN EDUCATION 
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